It is widely recognized that Jewish art in the pre-70 era, whatever its variety and levels of sophistication, was severely limited, in part owing to its popular and scattered contexts in the First Temple era and in part owing to the prevailing aniconic policy in Jewish society toward the end of the Second Temple period.
1 By late antiquity, however, the nature and content of Jewish art had changed dramatically as Jews began to use figural representations of animals, humans, and even pagan mythological characters, biblical scenes, and a variety of religious symbols in their synagogues and cemeteries.
To explain this phenomenon, it has often been posited that the appearance of this new type of Jewish art was inextricably intertwined with the triumph of Christianity. Since the overwhelming majority of sites with Jewish artistic remains dates from the fourth century onward, it has been assumed that the challenges and threats presented by the new Verus Israel gave impetus to Jewish artistic creativity that found expression in the synagogues, cemeteries, and private homes of the period. Modern scholars' efforts to compare and contrast various aspects of Jewish and Christian art from this era have often yielded interesting and illuminating insights.
sites offer a remarkable display of artistic expression unknown in earlier Israelite-Jewish history. What factors predating the rise of Christianity might have led to this significant spurt of creativity in Jewish art that stretched from Rome, through Palestine, to the eastern frontiers of the Roman Empire?
The answer, I would suggest, lies in a series of religious and cultural developments occurring throughout the Empire, though primarily in the East, during the first three centuries ce, which can explain the reinvention of Jewish artistic expression in dramatically new ways in the third century. Each of the three above-mentioned locales, widely separated throughout the Empire, was influenced by a different cultural context. We will begin our discussion by indicating the unique cultural context that contributed to the singularity of each and then turn to the finds from the sites themselves.
The Dura Europos Synagogue in Its Urban Religious Context
The religious ferment originating in the eastern provinces swept through the Roman Empire in the first three centuries ce; wave after wave of cults, many often referred to as mystery religions, succeeded in capturing the hearts and minds of countless individuals. Dura provides a rare look into the interaction between the forces at play in this city, which found expression, inter alia, in the local synagogue.
